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Abstract-The variable-coefficient nonlinear Schrijdinger equations describe certain physical sys- 
tems with nonuniform backgrounds. In this paper, the application of the Painleve analysis and 
computer algebra leads to an auto-BEklund transformation and some special solutions to a general 
time-dependent coefficient version of the nonlinear SchrGdinger equation. 
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The variable-coefficient nonlinear SchrSdinger equations are currently used to model the phys- 
ical systems where a nonuniform background plays a key role. The application of the Painleve 
analysis and computer algebra enables us, in this paper, to analytically solve for a general time- 
dependent coefficient version of the nonlinear Schrcdinger equation, as follows [1,2]: 
i Ut + f(t) I&, + g(t)U1u12 = 0, (1) 
where 
f(t) = fl(4 + i fi(t> and g(t) = 91(t) + ig2(t), 
with fl(t), fz(t), gl(t) and g2(t) as real functions of t. We shall deal with the general case of 
f2(t) # 0. (2) 
Equation (1) can be embedded in the coupled system 
i ut + f(t) u,, + g(t) IL2 u = 0, (3) 
-ivt+f*(t)v,,+g*(t)‘lL212 =o, (4 
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where v = u*, f* and g* are the complex conjugates of u, f and g, respectively. This step removes 
the nonanalytic nature of equation (1) and makes it amendable to the Painleve expansion [3,4], 
u(z,t) = 4-+,t) &(r,t) @W) and v(s,t) =c”(r,t)~v~(r,t)~(,,t), (5) 
j=O j=O 
around a noncharacteristic movable singular manifold given by an analytic function 4 = 0, where 
the functions uj(z, t)‘s and vj (z, t)‘s are also analytic in z and t, while E and 77 could be real or 
complex numbers, determined later. 
For the leading-order analysis, setting u and v as 
UNUgf$-E and v N V&J-~, 






E(C + l)f(t) uo& + 9(t) u; vo = 0, (3) 
47-2. 
* v(7) + l>f*(q vo& + S*(t) uovo2 = 0. (9) 
When 
f(t) = R(t) 
9(t) ’ (10) 
as a real function of t, we get from equations (7)-(g), 
e=l and r]=l, (11) 
ueve = -2R&. (12) 
Equations (5) are then applied to equations (3) and (4), and the resonances can be determined 
by 
( 
(j - l)(j - 2)f& + 29?Jovo 9ug 
9*vo2 (j - l)(j - 2)f*& + 29*uovo )(;)=(;)? (13) 
where j 2 1, U’ = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and Vj = Vj(~,2L1,...,Uj_lrV1,...,vj_1). 
From 
(j - l>(j - W& + 29uovo 94 
9*4 (j - l)(j -w& + 29*uovo = (j+Qj(j-3)(j-4M*& (14) 
we know that the resonances occur at j = -1, 0, 3 and 4, of which j = -1 and j = 0 correspond 
to the fact that 4, ue and vo are arbitrary. 
Substituting expressions (5) into equations (3) and (4) with Muthematim, we get from the 
recursion relations (equation (13)), 
j=O: equation (12)) 
J- * ‘-1. 
( 
29zlovo 9G 
9*uo2 29*uovo > 
j=2: ( 29wJo 94 9*vo2 29*uovo > 
. (15) 
-iuodJt - w#wO,z - fuodrz 
= ivoh - 2f*&vo,s - f*vohs 
(16) 
j=3: ( 2f& + 29zlovo 9*4 2f*q5: T2g*uovo) (2) = (2 )
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where 
Taking 2~2 = 212 = 0, we get 
u2 O( 0 = iuo,t + fZLO,zz + %7UOUlVl + gu:vo v, -ivo,t + f*vo,zs + 2g*veurvr + g*v& = 0 . > 0 (19) 
Hence, the consistency conditions for Ua E 0 and Vs z 0 are 
( %,t + fqzz + g+1 0 -h,t + f*vl,zz + s*vTw ) 0 = 0 ’ (20) 
so that us and us become arbitrary. Let us take us = 213 = 0; then the recursion relations 
(equation (13)) yield uj E 0 and vj E 0 for j 2 4. 
Therefore, the consistent truncations of the Painleve expansions are obtained by setting 
(:;)-(i) for j 2 2, (21) 
in which case 
u(2, q = UO(? t) P(G q + Ul(G t) and v(z,t) = ZJO(Z, t) @+r, t) + Q(Z, t) (22) 
are the set of the auto-Backlund transformation. 
For simplicity, we choose ur and vr as the trivial solutions for equations (3) and (4), i.e., 
~1 = vr = 0, so that equation (20) is satisfied automatically, while equations (16) and (17) 
reduce to 
-iuo4t - 2fhuo,, - fuo&z = 0, (23) 
i?Jo+t - W&vo,z - f*vo#Jm = 0, (24) 
iuo,t + fuo,zz = 0, (25) 
-ivo,t + f*Q1: = 0. (26) 
The rest of the work is to use Muthematica to deal with equations (12) and (23)-(26). Differ- 
entiating equation (12) gives rise to 
which is then combined with equations (23) and (24) to yield 
&=-- 3ff” 4 
f2 
2X’ 






or, after integration, 
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uo(2, t) = qq$z(Z, #3v1(t)l2fa(t))+l, (31) 
~o(2, t) = ~(t)$,(~, q-(3mt)/2f~(t))+l, (32) 
where a(t) and Q(t) are the nonzero, differentiable, complex functions oft constrained by 
@(t)*(t) = -2R(t) (33) 
because of equation (12). 
From equations (12), (25), (26) and (28), we obtain 
(34) 
where the operator A = $ In. Equation (34) is a quadratic, homogeneous partial differential 
equation of 4 with respect to z, certain solutions of which have the following form: 
$(z, t) = c(t)e”(+” + D(t), (35) 
where C(t) and D(t) are arbitrary, complex functions of t, while 
m2(q = ?fi@) 
9.f; + Sf,2. 
(36) 
The last step is to substitute equations (31) and (35) into equation (25) and to equate to zero 
the coefficients of like powers of z, yielding 
x1: (z+l)Mt+; (i),M=O, (37) 
x0 : ill(@) + i 
t (38) 
The integration of equation (37) gives rise to 
M2(t) = (3if$f2 + 1)2’ (3% 
which should be a real function of t, implied by equation (36), and where o = QI + ios is a 
complex number. Calculations then show that M is given by 
M; = (-l)j+la: --_) Mj = ij+laj, j = 1,2, (46) 
where oj’s are arbitrary, real numbers. Then, equation (36) becomes 
gj(t) = fijf(t)e’-l”“: S((gff+8ft)/2f2)dt, (41) 
where @j’s are arbitrary, real numbers, and the integration of equation (38) with respect to t 
yields 
@j(t) = +fj [ij+lCl!jC(t)] -(3ifl/2fd ,(-l)j+1injaSf(3ifl/2fi+1)2dt , (42) 
where yj’s are arbitrary, nonzero, complex numbers. 
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Therefore, we end up with the sets of special solutions to the general time-dependent-coefficient 
nonlinear Schrijdinger equation, as follows: 
Uj(z,t) = 
rj exp{ijtlaj [~+1]5+(-l)j+li(y3Sf(t) [?$$j+112dt) 
C(t) exp(ij+bjz) + D(t) 7 (43) 
2f(t)(-l)j$C2(t) exp 
vj(z,t) = 
{ij+l,, [l-m] 2 + (-1)&Y; J f(t) [w + 1 2 dt 
] I 
rjgj(t)[C(t) exp(ij+‘cujz) + D(t)] 
(64) 
where j = 1 or 2, while g(t) and f(t) satisfy equation (41). 
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